Discussion:

1. Conferences
   a. HBCU Week National Conference – Washington, DC, September 8 – 10, 2019
      1. Free to exhibit so Linda submitted an application
      2. If accepted, John Holly will staff since the date is in conflict with
         the XSEDE Quarterly staff meeting in Chicago
      3. Linda will also identify a local HBCU champion or faculty user who
         could assist
   b. ACM Richard Tapia Celebration of Diversity in Computing (TAPIA Conference) -
      San Diego, September 18-21, 2019
      - SURA paid the exhibitor fees
      - TAPIA doesn’t offer table selection
      - TAPIA has many more corporate exhibitors that attract students with
        more swag and are hiring
      - Marques and John are covering
      - Linda will invite an additional faculty or champion from a local institution to
        assist with the table and provide them with registration and possibly
        lodging
      - An ad in the program book is available as part of the exhibitor package
        and Linda will ask ER to prepare
   c. ACM Grace Hopper Celebration (GHC19) – Orlando, October 1 – 4, 2019
      - As in previous years, XSEDE will not have booth at GHC. The cost is too
        high for the return.
      - Linda served as a student travel scholarship reviewer in March
      - Linda may attend depending upon the acceptance of a panel proposal
        submitted by Tabitha Samuel in collaboration with Amy Schuele,
        Rachana Ananthakrishnan with Linda as moderator
      - September, Linda will send email out to the XSEDE all assist with
        connecting XSEDE staff who may be attending GHC
   d. SACNAS, National Diversity in STEM Conference, Honolulu, October 31 -
      November 2
      - SURA paid the exhibitor fee
      - Linda and Marques are covering
      - Will invite Chaminade University contacts to assist with the table
      - Will rent lead retrieval device
   e. PEARC19
      - Advanced Computing for Social Change Student Program – extend
        applications deadline until May 24
      - ACSC student presentation will be open to PEARC attendees and held on
        Wednesday morning
      - ACSC Faculty are participating as a team and will leave with updated
        course syllabi for courses that will be offered this upcoming academic
        year with ACSC integrated into the course.
- ACSC courses will be evaluated and student impact data will be collected
- Ruby Mendenhall has sent targeted emails to schools in Chicago area
- Jay will promote locally
- John will update his mailing with new date
- Rosie will let XSEDE webmaster and Hannah know about the extension

f. SC19
   - Compute4Change being offered for students
   - Sponsored by SIGHPC
   - Applications close Friday May 17

g. Linda to send email to Hannah with fall exhibit schedule so we can use banner at HBCU Week, Tapia, and SACNAS

2. Campus Visits and Workshops for PY9
   a. CAU-Spelman
   b. AUCC
   c. CSULA – evaluation report was excellent and will be repeating next spring with some improvements
   d. Rosie investigating whether there is interest at CSU San Bernardino and CSU Fullerton to discuss partnership similar to CSULA
   e. Linda/Rosie will also follow up with UC Santa Barbara to see if there is interest in additional activities
   f. Linda will review contacts made at conferences to identify new targets

3. Participant Support Awards
   a. PEARC19 primarily participants in ACSC Faculty workshop
   b. Computational Chemistry for Chemistry Educators workshop – 2 recipients of airfare
   c. HPC Curriculum Workshop, University of Tulsa – identified several but waiting for Aaron Weeden to provide final list of accepted participants

4. Mailing List Management – tabled for discussion on next call
   a. CEE-BP
   b. MRC